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Abstract
Let α ∶ C → D be a symmetric monoidal functor from a stable pre-
sentable symmetric monoidal category C compactly generated by the ten-
sorunit to a stable presentable symmetric monoidal category D with com-
pact tensorunit. Let β ∶ D → C be a right adjoint of α and X ∶ B → D a
symmetric monoidal functor starting at a small rigid symmetric monoidal
category B.
We construct a symmetric monoidal equivalence between modules in
the category of functors B → C over the E∞-algebra β ○ X and the full
subcategory of D compactly generated by the essential image of X.
Especially for every motivic E∞-ring spectrum A we obtain a sym-
metric monoidal equivalence between the category of cellular motivic A-
module spectra and modules in the category of functors QS to spectra over
some E∞-algebra, where QS denotes the 0th space of the sphere spectrum.
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1 Introduction
In motivic homotopy theory cellular motivic spectra, i.e. those motivic spectra
that can be built from the smash powers of P1 by iterately taking coprod-
ucts, shifts and cofibers, play a prominent role as virtually all motivic spectra
representing cohomology theories are cellular and cellular motivic spectra are
appreciated for their good behaviour.
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Examples of cellular motivic spectra are MGL,KGL,KQ representing alge-
braic cobordism, K-theory and hermitian K-theory and also the motivic coho-
mology spectrum MZ if one inverts the characteristic of each residue field of the
base scheme, which is prime.
In stable homotopy theory it is a well-known fact that a map of spectra is
an equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on all stable homotopy groups.
The analogous statement, where one replaces spectra by motivic spectra and
stable homotopy groups by bigraded stable homotopy groups, fails unless one
expects the motivic spectra to be cellular.
Consequently it is a goal of stable motivic homotopy theory to have a good
understanding of the category of cellular motivic spectra.
More generally one considers X-cellular motivic A-module spectra for some
E∞-ring spectrum A and some tensorinvertible motivic A-modul spectrum X,
i.e. those A-module spectra that can be built from the tensorpowers of X by
iterately taking coproducts, shifts and cofibers, which we simply call cellular
motivic A-module spectra if X is the free A-module on P1.
In [3] Spitzweck shows (in the setting of model categories) that the category
of cellular motivic MGL- respectively MZ-module spectra are canonically sym-
metric monoidal equivalent to the category of modules in Z-graded spectra over
some E∞-algebra.
Denote QS the 0th space of the sphere spectrum with the structure of a
grouplike E∞-space coming from its infinite loop space structure.
QS is the free grouplike E∞-space generated by a point so that π0(QS) =
Z and evaluation at 1 ∈ QS induces an equivalence E∞(Cat∞)(QS,Pic(D)) ≃
Pic(D)≃ between the maximal subspace in D consisting of the tensorinvertible
objects and the space of symmetric monoidal functors QS→ Pic(D).
Consequently the free MGL respectively MZ-modul P1 ∧MGL respectively
P
1∧MZ on the tensorinvertible motivic spectrum P1 corresponds to a symmetric
monoidal functor Ψ from QS to the category of motivic MGL- respectively MZ-
modules.
To construct the symmetric monoidal equivalence between the category of
cellular motivicMGL- respectivelyMZ-module spectra and the category of mod-
ules in Z-graded spectra, Spitzweck needs to show that Ψ extends to a sym-
metric monoidal functor from Z to the category of motivic MGL- respectively
MZ-modules along the canonical map QS→ π0(QS) = Z of grouplike E∞-spaces.
Having this presentation of the category of cellular motivic MGL-module
spectra he is able to define the motivic fundamental group, a differential graded
hopf algebra, whose category of perfect representations is the category of com-
pact cellular motivic MGL-module spectra if the base scheme is nice enough.
Inspired by his results we give a presentation of the category of X-cellular
motivic A-module spectra for an arbitrary motivic E∞-ring spectrum A and an
arbitrary tensorinvertible A-module X generalizing Spitzweck’s result.
Moreover to characterize the category of X-cellular motivic A-module spectra
we don’t need to require that the symmetric monoidal functor Φ from QS to
motivic A-module spectra corresponding to the tensorinvertible A-module X
extends to Z but get a more complicated presentation of X-cellular motivic A-
module spectra as modules over some E∞-algebra in QS-graded spectra (instead
of Z-graded spectra).
But if Φ extends to Z, as it does for A =MGL and X = P1∧MGL respectively
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A =MZ and X = P1 ∧MZ, we get a presentation of X-cellular motivic A-module
spectra as modules over some E∞-algebra in Z-graded spectra.
More generally, if Φ extends to higher connected covers T of QS, we get a
presentation of X-cellular motivic A-module spectra as E∞-modules in T-graded
spectra.
Given a stable presentable symmetric monoidal category D with compact
tensorunit and a dualizable object X of D we define the category CellX(D) of
X-cellular objects of D to be the full subcategory of D compactly generated by
the tensorpowers X⊗n ⊗ (X∨)⊗m,n,m ∈ N (Definition 3.6).
If we choose D to be the category of motivic A-module spectra for some
E∞-ring spectrum A and X to be A∧P
1, the category CellX(D) coincides with
the category of cellular motivic A-module spectra.
Especially for A =MR for some commutative ring R the category CellX(D)
coincides with the category of Tate-motives with R-coefficients.
As CellX(D) is closed under the tensorproduct ofD, the symmetric monoidal
structure of D restricts to CellX(D).
We construct a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence between CellX(D)
and modules over some E∞-algebra in the Day-convolution symmetric monoidal
structure on functors from QS to the category of spectra. (theorem 3.5)
Moreover we give relative versions of this result:
• We may replace the category of spectra by any stable presentable sym-
metric monoidal category C compactly generated by the tensorunit if we
assume that D receives a symmetric monoidal functor α ∶ C → D from C
that admits a right adjoint β ∶D → C.
An example for α ∶ C → D is the canonical functor from the category
of H(R)-module spectra for some commutative ring R to the category
of motivic H(R)-module spectra, where H(R) denotes the Eilenberg-Mac
Lane spectrum of R.
• We may replace the tensorinvertible object X of D (corresponding to a
symmetric monoidal functor QS→D by the universal property of QS) by
an arbitrary symmetric monoidal functor X ∶ B → D starting at a small
grouplike symmetric monoidal category B.
One could take B to be the direct sum of copies of QS indexed by some
set I, in which case a symmetric monoidal functor B → D corresponds to
an I-indexed family of tensorinvertible objects of D and CellX(D) denotes
the full subcategory of D compactly generated by the tensorpowers of the
elements of the I-indexed family.
In this more general situation we define CellX(D) to be the full subcat-
egory of D compactly generated by the essential image of X. (Definition
3.6)
• For 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞} denote Ek the k-th. little cubes operad.
We may assume that C is only a k+1-monoidal presentable category instead
of symmetric monoidal one, D is only an Ek-algebra in presentable left C-
modules, which we call a presentable k-monoidal left C-modul, instead of
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a presentable symmetric monoidal left C-modul (corresponding to a left
adjoint symmetric monoidal functor C → D) and that B and the functor
X ∶ B → D are only k-monoidal to obtain a canonical k − 1-monoidal
equivalence between the k-monoidal category CellX(D) and the k − 1-
monoidal category of modules over some Ek-algebra in the k-monoidal
category of functors B→ C endowed with the Day-convolution k-monoidal
structure.
We give an explicite description of the Ek-algebra, over which the modules
are taken:
Ek-algebras in the Day-convolution k-monoidal structure on Fun(B,C) cor-
respond to lax k-monoidal functors B→ C.
Being a composition of lax k-monoidal functors the functor β○X ∶ B→D → C
has the structure of a lax k-monoidal functor corresponding to an Ek-algebra
structure on β ○X.
This Ek-algebra structure on β ○X is exactly the Ek-algebra structure, over
which the modules are taken.
So all together we obtain the following statement (theorem 3.5):
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞} and C a stable presentable k + 1-monoidal
category compactly generated by the tensorunit.
Let D be a stable presentable k-monoidal left C-modul compactly generated
by the tensorunit and X ∶ B → Pic(D) ⊂ D a k-monoidal functor starting at a
small rigid k-monoidal category B.
Denote α ∶ C → D the unique k-monoidal left C-linear functor with right
adjoint β ∶D→ C.
There is a canonical k − 1-monoidal equivalence between CellX(D) and the
category of left modules Modβ○X(Fun(B,C)) in the category Fun(B,C) of func-
tors B→ C over the Ek-algebra β ○X ∶ B→D → C.
For k = n =∞ we obtain corollary 3.9
Corollary 1.2. Let α ∶ C → D be a symmetric monoidal functor from a sta-
ble presentable symmetric monoidal category C compactly generated by the ten-
sorunit to a stable presentable symmetric monoidal category D with compact
tensorunit. Let β ∶ D → C be a right adjoint of α and X ∶ B → D a symmetric
monoidal functor starting at a small rigid symmetric monoidal category B.
There is a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence between CellX(D) and
the category of modules Modβ○X(Fun(B,C)) in the category Fun(B,C) of func-
tors B→ C over the Ek-algebra β ○X ∶ B→D → C.
Taking B = Bord theorem 3.5 provides for every object X of Pic(D) a canon-
ical symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellX(D) ≃Modβ○X⊗(−)(Fun(Bord,C)).
Taking B = QS theorem 3.5 provides for every object X of Pic(D) a canonical
symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellX(D) ≃Modβ○X⊗(−)(Fun(QS,C)).
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Especially one can take C to be the category of spectra Sp.
More generally one can take C to be the category ModA(Sp) of A-module
spectra over an E∞-ring spectrum A and D to be an A-linear presentable sym-
metric monoidal category with compact tensorunit.
For B = Pic(D) and X ∶ B → Pic(D) the identity we obtain a canonical
symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellidPic(D)(D) ≃Modβ∣Pic(D)(Fun(Pic(D),C)),
where CellidPic(D)(D) is the full subcategory ofD compactly generated by Pic(D).
Applied to stable motivic homotopy theory theorem 3.5 yields the following
corollaries:
Denote Msp the category of motivic spectra. For D = ModA(Msp) the
category of motivic A-module spectra over some motivic E∞-ring spectrum A
and X = A ∧ P1 we obtain a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellA∧P1(ModA(Msp)) ≃Mod[A,A∧P1∧(−)]Sp(Fun(QS,Sp)),
where CellP1(ModA) is the category of cellular motivic A-module spectra and
[−,−]Sp the spectral hom.
Especially for A =MZ we have a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellMZ∧P1(ModMZ(Msp)) ≃Mod[MZ,MZ∧P1∧(−)]Sp(Fun(QS,Sp)),
where CellMZ∧P1(ModMZ) is the category of Tate motives.
Let X ∈ ModH(Z)(Msp) be the motive associated to a smooth projective
variety.
Then X is a dualizable and we obtain a canonical symmetric monoidal equiv-
alence
CellX(ModH(Z)(Msp)) ≃Modβ○X(Fun(Bord,Sp)).
Let D be the category of chain complexes of quasicoherent sheaves of OS-
modules over a scheme S and α ∶ Ch→D the symmetric monoidal functor from
chain complexes of abelian groups to D left adjoint to the forgetful functor
β ∶D→ Ch induced by the unique map of schemes S → Spec(Z).
If we choose S nice enough, D is compactly generated by a dualizable object
X so that we have CellX(D) =D.
So we obtain a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence
D ≃Modβ○X(Fun(Bord,Ch)).
Let A be an E∞-ring spectrum, e.g. the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum of a
commutative ring R.
The canonical left adjoint symmetric monoidal functor Sp → Msp from
spectra to motivic spectra induces a left adjoint symmetric monoidal functor
ModA(Sp) →ModA(Msp), which we can take for α ∶ C →D.
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Choosing X = A∧P1 we obtain a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellA∧P1(ModA(Msp)) ≃
Mod[A,A∧P1∧(−)]A(Fun(QS,ModA(Sp))),
where [−,−]A denotes the A-linear hom.
1.1 Overview
This article is organized in the following way:
After some remarks about conventions and notations we start with the chap-
ter ”Cellular objects”, where we define and study the category CellX(D) of cel-
lular objects (Definition 3.6) of a cocomplete stable k-monoidal category with
compact tensorunit D and a k-monoidal functor X ∶ B → D starting at a small
grouplike k-monoidal category B with 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
Main statement of this chapter (proposition 2.6) is that for every stable pre-
sentable k-monoidal category C which is compactly generated by the tensorunit
the ”generalized Yoneda-embedding” K ∶ Bop ⊂ Fun(B,S) Ð→ Fun(B,C) is the
”generic tensorinvertible object with respect to which cellular objects are taken”
in the sense that the category CellK(Fun(B,C)) of K-cellular objects is whole
of Fun(B,C).
In the following chapter ”Presenting cellular objects as modules” we prove in
proposition 3.3 combined with remark 3.4 that given a left adjoint k-monoidal
functor φ ∶ C → D between cocomplete stable k-monoidal categories, an Ek-
algebra A and a map f ∶ φ(A) → B of Ek-algebras in D the k − 1-monoidal
functor θ ∶ ModA(C) → Modφ(A)(D) → ModB(D) on left modules induced by
φ and tensoring up along f is fully faithful if f ∶ φ(A) → B is adjoint to an
equivalence and C is compactly generated by a set of dualizable objects that are
sent to compact objects by φ.
Moreover we show that θ induces an equivalence to the full subcategory of
ModB(D) compactly generated by the free B-modules on the images under φ
of the compact generators in E.
Combining both propositions 2.6 and 3.3 we are able to show theorem 3.5
using a universal property of the Day convolution k-monoidal structure on
Fun(B,C) (remark 2.4).
In the appendix we prove lemma 4.1, a standart lemma about adjunctions
between cocomplete stable categories, used in the proof of proposition 3.3 and
we show proposition 4.2, which gives equivalent conditions under which a set of
compact objects in a cocomplete stable category generates the category under
forming iterately colimits, used for the definition of the category of cellular
objects.
Moreover we show lemma 4.3, from which we deduce that for every k-
monoidal category C for 0 < k ≤ ∞ there is a free rigid k-monoidal category
on C.
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1.2 Notation and Terminology
Category always means ∞-category.
Moreover by category we always mean locally small∞-category unless stated
differently.
By a cocomplete monoidal category or a presentable monoidal category we
always mean a cocomplete respectively presentable category endowed with a
monoidal structure such that the tensorproduct preserves small colimits in each
component.
Given a category C and objects X,Y of C denote C(X,Y) the space of maps
from X to Y in C and C≃ the maximal subspace in C.
For two categories A,B denote Fun(A,B) the category of functors.
If D is a category with zero object, denote Σ ∶ D → D the suspension and
Ω ∶D →D its right adjoint.
Denote S the category of spaces, Sp the category of spectra and QS the
0th space of the sphere spectrum with its canonical structure of a grouplike
E∞-space coming from its infinite loop space structure.
Denote Bord the free rigid symmetric monoidal category on a point.
Recall that an object of a category C is called κ-compact for a regular cardinal
κ if its image under the Yoneda-embedding Cop ↪ Fun(C,S) preserves κ-filtered
colimits. For κ = ω we say compact for κ-compact.
Denote Cκ the full subcategory of C spanned by the κ-compact objects of C.
Given a monoidal category D denote 1D the (essentially unique) tensorunit
of D.
IfD is monoidal closed, denote [−,−]l ∶D
op×D →D and [−,−]r ∶D
op×D →D
the internal homs that are determined by the existence of natural equivalences
D(Y, [X,Z]l) ≃D(X⊗Y,Z) ≃D(X, [Y,Z]r) for objects X,Y,Z of D.
Every presentable monoidal category is monoidal closed by the adjoint func-
tor theorem.
1.2.1 Dualizable and tensorinvertible objects
Let C be a k-monoidal category.
Given objects X,Y of C we call Y a left dual of X if there are morphisms
1C → X⊗Y and Y ⊗X→ 1C related by the triangular identities or equivalently
if Y⊗− ∶ C→ C is left adjoint to X⊗− ∶ C→ C and −⊗Y ∶ C → C is right adjoint
to − ⊗X ∶ C→ C.
C(Y ⊗A,B) ≃ C(A,X⊗B)
C(A⊗X,B) ≃ C(A,B⊗Y)
Dually, we call Y a right dual of X if there are morphisms 1C → Y ⊗X and
X⊗Y → 1C related by the triangular identities or equivalently if Y ⊗ − ∶ C → C
is right adjoint to X⊗− ∶ C→ C and −⊗Y ∶ C → C is left adjoint to −⊗X ∶ C → C.
Given objects X,Y of C we call Y a dual of X if Y is both a left and right
dual of X.
By symmetry of the definition Y is a dual of X if and only if X is a dual of
Y.
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As right respectively left adjoints of a given functor are unique, left duals,
right duals and duals of an object are unique if they exist.
We write X∨ for the dual of an object X of C and have a canonical equivalence
(X∨)∨ ≃ X.
We call an object X of C left dualizable, right dualizable respectively dual-
izable if X admits a left dual, right dual respectively dual.
Given objects X,Y of C we call Y a left respectively a right inverse of X if
there is an equivalence Y ⊗X ≃ 1C respectively X⊗Y ≃ 1C.
We call Y an inverse of X if Y is both a left inverse and right inverse of X
or equivalently if X ⊗ − ∶ C → C is inverse to Y ⊗ − ∶ C → C and − ⊗X ∶ C → C is
inverse to −⊗Y ∶ C → C.
We call an object X of C left tensorinvertible, right tensorinvertible respec-
tively tensorinvertible if X admits a left inverse, right inverse respectively in-
verse.
An object of C is tensorivertible if and only if it is both left tensorinvertible
and right tensorinvertible.
Every inverse of an object X of C is a dual of X and so every tensorinvertible
object of C is dualizable.
Denote Rig(C) the full subcategory of C spanned by the dualizable objects of
C and Pic(C) ⊂ Rig(C) the full subcategory of C spanned by the tensorinvertible
objects of C.
Let k ∈ N ∪ {∞}. We call a k-monoidal category C rigid if every object of C
is dualizable, i.e. if Rig(C) = C.
As Rig(C) and Pic(C) contain the tensorunit of C and are closed under the
tensorproduct of C, the k-monoidal structure on C restricts to the full subcate-
gories Rig(C) and Pic(C) so that Pic(C) and Rig(C) are rigid k-monoidal cat-
egories and the full subcategory inclusions Pic(C) ⊂ Rig(C) ⊂ C are k-monoidal
functors.
Left dualizable, right dualizable, dualizable, left tensorinvertible, right ten-
sorinvertible and thus tensorinvertible objects are preserved by every monoidal
functor between monoidal categories.
1.3 Acknowledgments
This work is based and inspired by my diploma thesis advised by Markus
Spitzweck.
I want to thank Markus Spitzweck for all the time he spent answering my
questions and lots of helpful discussions and inspirations about this topic.
2 Cellular objects
Before we define the category of cellular objects, we need some terminology.
2.1 Compactly generated stable categories
Let D be a cocomplete stable category, C a full stable subcategory of D closed
under small colimits and containing a set E of κ-compact objects of C for a
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regular cardinal κ.
We say that C is κ-compactly generated by E or that E is a set of κ-compact
generators for C if C is the smallest full stable subcategory of D containing E
and closed under small colimits.
If κ = ω we call E a set of compact generators for C or say that C is compactly
generated by E.
C is κ-compactly generated by E if and only if C is the only full stable
subcategory of C containing E and closed under small colimits.
Therefore proposition 4.2 implies that C is presentable (to be more specific
κ-accessible) if C is κ-compactly generated by E.
For every cocomplete stable categoryD and every set E of κ-compact objects
of D for a regular cardinal κ there exists a unique full stable subcategory C of
D containing E, closed under small colimits and κ-compactly generated by E,
which is given by the intersection of all full stable subcategories of D containing
E and closed under small colimits.
We call C the full subcategory of C κ-compactly generated by E and drop κ
if κ = ω.
Moreover we have the following functoriality:
Given stable cocomplete categories C,D and a set E of κ-compact objects of
C every functor φ ∶ C → D between stable cocomplete categories that preserves
small colimits and sends objects of E to κ-compact objects of D restricts to a
functor from the full subcategory of C κ-compactly generated by E to the full
subcategory of D κ-compactly generated by φ(E).
This follows from the fact that the full subcategory of C spanned by the
objects that are sent to the full subcategory of D κ-compactly generated by
φ(E) is a full stable subcategory of C containing E and closed under small
colimits and consequently has to contain the full subcategory of C κ-compactly
generated by E.
Remark 2.1. Let F ∶ C ⇄ D ∶ G be an adjunction between cocomplete stable
categories C,D such that G preserves κ-filtered colimits and reflects equivalences.
If C is κ-compactly generated by a set E of κ-compact objects of C for a
regular cardinal κ, then D is κ-compactly generated by the set F(E).
This follows from characterization 1. of proposition 4.2.
Remark 2.2. Let k ∈ N∪{∞} and D be a k-monoidal cocomplete stable category
and E a set of κ-compact objects of D for a regular cardinal κ such that E
contains the tensorunit of D and is closed under the tensor product of D.
Then the full subcategory C of D κ-compactly generated by E is a k-monoidal
full subcategory of D.
For this it is enough to see that C is closed under the tensor product of D.
This follows from the fact that the full subcategories of D spanned by {X ∈
D ∣ X ⊗ Y ∈ C for all Y ∈ E} and {Y ∈ D ∣ X ⊗ Y ∈ C for all X ∈ C} are full
stable subcategories of D closed under small colimits.
Thus the condition that E is closed under the tensor product of D implies
that C ⊂ {X ∈ D ∣ X ⊗ Y ∈ C for all Y ∈ E} and so C ⊂ {Y ∈ D ∣ X ⊗ Y ∈
C for all X ∈ C}.
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2.2 Definition and properties of cellular objects
Let D be a stable cocomplete k-monoidal category with κ-compact tensorunit
and X ∶ B → Rig(D) a k-monoidal functor starting at a small rigid k-monoidal
category B.
As the tensorunit of D is κ-compact, every dualizable object of D is κ-
compact so that we have X(B) ⊂ Rig(D) ⊂Dκ.
So the essential image X(B) of X is κ-small.
Thus there is a κ-small set of representatives of equivalence classes of objects
in the essential image of X and we can make the following definition:
Definition 2.3. Denote CellX(D) ⊂ D the full subcategory of D compactly
generated by ( a system of representatives of equivalence classes of objects in )
the essential image of X.
We call CellX(D) the category of X-cellular objects of D.
Denote Bord the free rigid symmetric monoidal category on a point so that
we have a canonical equivalence E∞(Cat∞)(Bord,Rig(D)) ≃ Rig(D)
≃ between
the space of symmetric monoidal functors Bord→ Rig(D) and the full subspace
of D≃ spanned by the dualizable objects.
We have a canonical isomorphism of commutative monoids π0(Bord) ≅ N×N,
where N is endowed with the sum.
If B = Bord every object X of Rig(D) corresponds to a symmetric monoidal
functor X¯ ∶ Bord→ Rig(D) ⊂D that sends (n,m) ∈ Bord to X⊗n ⊗ (X∨)⊗m.
In this case we set
CellX(D) ∶= CellX¯(D)
so that CellX(D) is the full subcategory of D compactly generated by the set
{X⊗n ⊗ (X∨)⊗m ∣ n,m ∈ N} ⊂D.
Denote QS the 0th space of the sphere spectrum with the structure of a
grouplike E∞-space coming from its infinite loop space structure.
QS is the free grouplike E∞-space generated by a point so that evaluation at
1 ∈ QS induces an equivalence E∞(Cat∞)(QS,Pic(D)) ≃ Pic(D)
≃ between the
maximal subspace in D consisting of the tensorinvertible objects and the space
of symmetric monoidal functors QS→ Pic(D).
The universal property of QS yields a canonical isomorphism of abelian
groups π0(QS) ≅ Z.
If B = QS every object X of Pic(D) corresponds to a symmetric monoidal
functor X⊗(−) ∶ QS→ Pic(D) ⊂D that sends n ∈ QS to X⊗n.
In this case we set
CellX(D) ∶= CellX⊗(−)(D)
so that CellX(D) is the full subcategory of D compactly generated by the set
{X⊗n ∣ n ∈ Z} ⊂D consisting of all tensorpowers of X.
By remark 2.2 with the essential image of X also CellX(D) is a k-monoidal
full subcategory of D.
Thus CellX(D) is a k-monoidal full stable subcategory of D closed under
small colimits. Moreover CellX(D) is presentable by proposition 4.2.
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If D is a stable presentable k-monoidal category with compact tensorunit,
then Dω and thus Pic(D) ⊂ Dω is a small category so that we can choose
X ∶ B→ Pic(D) to be the identity.
Given a k-monoidal functor X ∶ B→ Pic(D) starting at a small grouplike k-
monoidal category B every k-monoidal small colimits preserving functor φ ∶ C→
D between stable cocomplete k-monoidal categories with compact tensorunit
restricts to a k-monoidal functor CellX(C) → Cellφ○X(D).
2.3 generic cellular objects
In this section we show that for every rigid k-monoidal category B and stable
presentable k + 1-monoidal category C compactly generated by the tensorunit
for 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞} the category of K-cellular objects is whole of Fun(B,C)
(proposition 2.6).
To make this statement precise, we have to introduce the Day convolution
k-monoidal structure on Fun(B,C) ∶
Let k ∈ N ∪ {∞},B a small k-monoidal category and C a presentable k-
monoidal category.
The Day-convolution makes Fun(B,C) to a presentable k-monoidal category.
We have a k-monoidal functor C → Fun(B,C) that is left adjoint to evalu-
ation at the tensorunit of B and a k-monoidal functor K ∶ Bop ⊂ Fun(B,S) Ð→
Fun(B,C) induced by the Yoneda embedding of Bop and the colimits preserving
functor S→ C corresponding to the tensorunit of C.
Let 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
Denote PrL the large category of presentable categories with morphisms the
left adjoint functors, Ek the k-th little cubes operad and Prk = AlgEk(Pr
L) the
large category of presentable k-monoidal categories.
PrL carries a closed symmetric monoidal structure determined by the prop-
erty that its internal hom of two presentable categories A,B is the presentable
category of small colimits preserving functors A → B.
The symmetric monoidal structure on PrL lifts to a symmetric monoidal
structure on Prk.
We have a canonical equivalence Prk+1 ≃ Alg(Prk) between the category of
presentable k + 1-monoidal categories and the category of associative algebras
in the category of presentable k-monoidal categories.
Let C be a presentable k+ 1-monoidal category corresponding to an associa-
tive algebra in the category of presentable k-monoidal categories.
We call a left-modul respectively right-modul in Prk over the associative
algebra corresponding to C a presentable k-monoidal left respectively right C-
modul.
We have canonical equivalences LModC(Prk) ≃ AlgEk(LModC(Pr
L)) and
RModC(Prk) ≃ AlgEk(RModC(Pr
L)).
Let C be a presentable k + 1-monoidal category and D a presentable k-
monoidal left C-modul.
Then the action map C ⊗D → D of D in Prk corresponds to a k-monoidal
functor C ×D →D that preserves small colimits in each variable.
Remark 2.4. Let k ∈ N ∪ {∞} and C a presentable k + 1-monoidal category.
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Then Fun(B,C) endowed with the Day-convolution is a presentable k-monoidal
left C-module, where the C-module structure is the levelwise one.
The Day-convolution on Fun(B,C) is characterized by the following universal
property:
For every presentable k-monoidal left C-modul D composition with K ∶ Bop Ð→
Fun(B,C) induces an equivalence
Fun⊗,k,L
C
(Fun(B,C),D) ≃ Fun⊗,k(Bop,D)
between the category of k-monoidal left C-linear functors Fun(B,C) → D that
admit a right adjoint and the category of k-monoidal functors Bop →D.
So every k-monoidal functor ψ ∶ Bop → D uniquely extends to a k-monoidal
left C-linear functor φ ∶ Fun(B,C) → D that admits a right adjoint γ ∶ D →
Fun(B,C).
The functor γ ∶D → Fun(B,C) is adjoint to the functor B ×D
ψ
op×D
ÐÐÐÐ→Dop ×
D
[−,−]r
ÐÐÐ→ C, where the functor [−,−]r ∶ D
op ×D → C denotes the C-hom of D (
determined by the existence of a natural equivalence D(X⊗Y,Z) ≃ C(X, [Y,Z]r)
for objects X of C and Y,Z of D ).
Remark 2.5. The functor γ ∶ D → Fun(B,C) obtains the structure of a lax
k-monoidal functor from its k-monoidal left adjoint φ.
By the universal property of the Day-convolution the structure of a lax k-
monoidal functor on γ corresponds to the structure of a lax k-monoidal functor
on the composition B ×D
ψop×D
ÐÐÐÐ→Dop ×D
[−,−]r
ÐÐÐ→ C.
This structure is exactly the structure, the functor B × D
ψop×D
ÐÐÐÐ→ Dop ×
D
[−,−]r
ÐÐÐ→ C obtains as a composition of the lax k-monoidal functors ψ ∶ Bop →D
and [−,−]r ∶D
op ×D→ C.
The structure of a lax k-monoidal functor on [−,−]r ∶D
op×D→ C is induced
from the k-monoidal action map C ×D → D of the k-monoidal left C-modul D
as both functors are related by an adjunction of two variables.
If the tensorunit of C is compact, the tensorunit of Fun(B,C) is compact,
too, being the image of the tensorunit of C under the k-monoidal functor C →
Fun(B,C) that is left adjoint to the colimits preserving functor Fun(B,C) → C
that evaluates at the tensorunit of B.
Let k ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
Let B be a small rigid k-monoidal category, C a stable presentable k + 1-
monoidal category, D a stable presentable k-monoidal left C-modul and ψ ∶
B
op →D a k-monoidal functor.
By remark 2.4 there is a unique colimits preserving k-monoidal left C-linear
functor φ ∶ Fun(B,C) →D with φ ○K ≃ ψ.
If we assume that the tensorunits of C and D are compact, φ ∶ Fun(B,C) →D
restricts to a k-monoidal functor CellK(Fun(B,C)) → Cellφ○K(D) = Cellψ(D).
The following proposition 2.6 asserts that CellK(Fun(B,C)) = Fun(B,C) if
C is compactly generated by its tensorunit.
In this case we end up with a k-monoidal functor Fun(B,C) → Cellψ(D).
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Proposition 2.6. Let k ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
Let C be a stable presentable k-monoidal category which is compactly gener-
ated by the tensorunit and B a small rigid k-monoidal category.
Then Fun(B,C) is compactly generated by the essential image of K, in other
words
CellK(Fun(B,C)) = Fun(B,C).
Proof. Denote (−)⊗1C ∶ S→ C the colimits preserving functor corresponding to
the tensorunit of C.
(−)⊗ 1C ∶ S→ C is left adjoint to the functor C(1C,−) ∶ C → S.
Thus for every object Z ∈ B we can write K(Z) = B(Z,−)⊗1C and using the
Yoneda-lemma we obtain a canonical equivalence
Fun(B,C)(K(Z),F) = Fun(B,C)(B(Z,−)⊗1C,F) ≃ Fun(B,S)(B(Z,−),C(1C,F(−))
≃ C(1C,F(Z))
for every Z ∈ B and F ∈ Fun(B,C).
We have to show that a morphism f ∶ U → V of Fun(B,C) is an equivalence
if
α ∶ Fun(B,C)(Σn(K(Z)), f) ∶ Fun(B,C)(Σn(K(Z)),U) →
Fun(B,C)(Σn(K(Z)),V)
is an equivalence for all Z ∈ B and n ∈ Z.
α is equivalent to
Fun(B,C)(K(Z),Ωn(f)) ∶ Fun(B,C)(K(Z),Ωn(U)) →
Fun(B,C)(K(Z),Ωn(V))
and thus equivalent to
C(1C,Ω
n(f(Z))) ∶ C(1C,Ω
n(U(Z)))→ C(1C,Ω
n(V(Z)))
respectively
β ∶ C(Σn(1C), f(Z)) ∶ C(Σ
n(1C),U(Z)) → C(Σ
n(1C),V(Z)),
where we use the canonical equivalence from above and the fact that evaluation
at Z is an exact functor.
Therefore we have to see that a morphism f ∶ U → V in Fun(B,C) is an
equivalence if β is an equivalence for all Z ∈ B and n ∈ Z.
This follows from the assumption that C is compactly generated by the
tensorunit.
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3 Presenting cellular objects as modules
Recall for the following lemma that for every monoidal category D that admits
geometric realizations of simplicial objects that are preserved by the tensor
product in each component and for every map f ∶ A→ B of associative algebras
of D the forgetful functor ModB(D) → ModA(D) admits a left adjoint B ⊗
A
− ∶
ModA(D)→ModB(D). [1][prop. 4.6.2.17.]
The following lemma 3.1 is a main ingredient in the proof of proposition 3.3,
from which we deduce theorem 3.5:
Lemma 3.1. Let φ ∶ C → D be a monoidal functor that admits a right adjoint
γ ∶D→ C.
Assume that D admits geometric realizations of simplicial objects and that
the tensor product of D preserves geometric realizations of simplicial objects in
each component.
Let A be an associative algebra of C, B an associative algebra of D, f ∶ φ(A) →
B a map of associative algebras of D and g ∶ A→ γ(B) its adjoint map.
Denote Φ ∶ModA(C)→Modφ(A)(D) the induced functor on left modules and
Γ its right adjoint.
Let η be the unit of the induced adjunction on left modules
ModA(C)
Φ
Ð→Modφ(A)(D)
B ⊗
φ(A)
−
ÐÐÐÐ→ModB(D).
Then g ∶ A → γ(B) is an equivalence if and only if ηX is an equivalence for
every free A-module X on a right-dualizable object of C.
Proof. Let Y ∈ C be right-dualizable and Y∨ ∈ C a right dual of Y.
As right duals are preserved by monoidal functors, φ(Y∨) is a right dual
of φ(Y). So the functors − ⊗ Y∨ ∶ C → C is left adjoint to − ⊗ Y ∶ C → C and
−⊗ φ(Y∨) ∶D→D is left adjoint to − ⊗ φ(Y) ∶D→D.
The structure of a monoidal functor on φ ∶ C →D provides an equivalence
α ∶ φ(−)⊗ φ(Y∨) ≃ φ(− ⊗Y∨)
in Fun(C,D) which induces an equivalence β ∶ γ(−) ⊗ Y ≃ γ(− ⊗ φ(Y)) in
Fun(D,C) between the right adjoints.
β is uniquely characterized by the property that the square
idC

// (−⊗Y) ○ γ ○ φ ○ (−⊗Y∨))
≃

γ ○ (−⊗ φ(Y)) ○ (−⊗ φ(Y∨)) ○ φ
≃
// γ ○ (−⊗ φ(Y)) ○ φ ○ (−⊗Y∨)
in Fun(C,C) commutes.
The canonical morphism γ(−)⊗Y → γ(−)⊗γφ(Y) ≃ γ(−⊗φ(Y)) in Fun(D,C)
also makes the last diagram commute and is thus homotopic to β.
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Given a monoidal category E and a map ϕ ∶ Z→ Z′ of associative algebras in E
denote VZ ∶ModZ(E) → E and ϕ
∗ ∶ModZ′(E) →ModZ(E) the forgetful functors
and FZ ∶ E→ModZ(E),Z
′ ⊗Z − ∶ModZ(E)→ModZ′(E) their left adjoints.
The unit ηA⊗Y of the induced adjunction on left modules
ModA(C)
Φ
Ð→Modφ(A)(D)
B ⊗
φ(A)
−
ÐÐÐÐ→ModB(D)
is given by A⊗Y → ΓΦ(A⊗Y) → Γf∗(B⊗φ(A) Φ(A⊗Y)).
Thus the statement of the lemma follows from the commutativity of the
following diagram in C, whose top horizontal morphism is the image of ηA⊗Y in
C under the forgetful functor and whose bottom horizontal morphism is g⊗Y ∶
VAFA(Y) //
$$
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
≃

VAΓΦFA(Y) //
≃

VAΓf
∗(B ⊗
φ(A)
ΦFA(Y))
≃

γφVAFA(Y)
≃
//
≃

γVφ(A)ΦFA(Y) //
≃

γVφ(A)f
∗(B ⊗
φ(A)
ΦFA(Y))
≃

γVφ(A)Fφ(A)φ(Y) //
≃

γVφ(A)f
∗(B ⊗
φ(A)
Fφ(A)φ(Y))
≃

γVBFBφ(Y)
≃

γφ(A⊗Y)
≃
// γ(φ(A)⊗φ(Y)) // γ(B⊗φ(Y))
A⊗Y //
99rrrrrrrrrr
γ(φ(A))⊗Y //
βφ(A) ≃
OO
γ(B)⊗Y
βB ≃
OO
The commutativity of the top left square of the diagram says that the unit of
the adjunction Φ ∶ ModA(C) ⇄ Modφ(A)(D) ∶ Γ lifts the unit of the adjunction
φ ∶ C⇄D ∶ γ along the forgetful functors.
This follows from the fact that the forgetful functors VA ∶ModA(C)→ C and
Vφ(A) ∶Modφ(A)(D)→D are part of a map of adjunctions from Φ ∶ModA(C)⇄
Modφ(A)(D) ∶ Γ to φ ∶ C ⇄ D ∶ γ by construction of the induced adjunction on
left modules.
The bottom left square of the diagram commutes as the unit idC → γ○φ of
the adjunction φ ∶ C ⇄ D ∶ γ gets a monoidal natural transformation when we
give γ the structure of a lax monoidal functor from its monoidal left adjoint φ.
It remains to check that the only two squares with five knots commute, which
are the square in the middle of the diagram and the right middle square, as all
other squares commute by naturality.
To do so, it is helpful to describe the free functor more explicitely.
The free functor FA ∶ C→ModA(C) can be constructed in the following way:
Recall that the category of left A-modules ModA(C) is a right modul over
C in the expected way so that we have an action map ModA(C)×C →ModA(C)
over the tensor product functor C×C→ C. [1][constr. 4.8.3.24.]
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Especially we get a functor FA ∶ C ≃ {A}×C→ModA(C)×C→ModA(C) with
VA○FA ≃ A⊗− and a natural transformation ρ ∶ idC ≃ 1C⊗− → A⊗− ≃ VAFA.
For every object X of C the left action map µX ∶ A⊗(A⊗X) ≃ A⊗VAFA(X)→
VAFA(X) ≃ A⊗X of FA(X) is given by the canonical map A⊗(A⊗X) ≃ (A⊗
A)⊗X → A⊗X induced by the multiplication map A⊗A → A of the associative
algebra A. Therefore the composition A⊗X
A⊗ρ(X)
ÐÐÐÐ→ A⊗VAFA(X)
µX
Ð→ VAFA(X)
is an equivalence so that ρ ∶ idC ≃ 1C⊗− → A⊗− ≃ VA○FA exhibits FA ∶ C →
ModA(C) as left adjoint to VA ∶ModA(C)→ C. [1][prop. 4.2.4.2.]
For a morphism ϕ ∶ A→ A′ of associative algebras in C the forgetful functor
ϕ∗ ∶ ModA′(C) → ModA(C) is a map of right C-modules [1][constr. 4.8.3.24.]
so that we obtain a canonical equivalence Fϕ∗(A′) ≃ ϕ
∗○FA′ of functors C →
ModA(C) lifting the identity natural transformation of C.
ϕ ∶ A → A′ corresponds to a map A → φ∗(A′) of left A-modules in C that
yields a functor ∆1×C → ModA(C)×C → ModA(C) corresponding to a natural
transformation θ ∶ FA → Fϕ∗(A′) ≃ ϕ
∗○FA′ of functors C → ModA(C) lifting the
natural transformation ϕ⊗− ∶ A⊗− → A′⊗− of functors C → C.
For every object X of C and every left A′-module M of C the canonical map
ModA′(C)(FA′(X),M) →ModA(C)(ϕ
∗(FA′(X)), ϕ
∗(M))
→ModA(C)(FA(X), ϕ
∗(M)) ≃ C(X,VA′(M)) is homotopic to the canonical
equivalence ModA′(C)(FA′(X),M) → C(X,VA′(M)).
Thus θ ∶ FA → ϕ
∗○FA′ is adjoint to an equivalence σ ∶ A
′⊗AFA(−)→ FA′ and
the natural transformation
A⊗− ≃ VAFA → VAϕ
∗A′⊗AFA(−) ≃ VA′A
′⊗AFA(−)
VA′σ
ÐÐÐ→ VA′FA′ ≃ A
′⊗− is
homotopic to the natural transformation ϕ⊗− ∶ A⊗− → A′⊗−.
This implies the commutativity of the right middle square.
The functor ModA(C)→Modφ(A)(D) induced by φ ∶ C→D is a map of right
C-modules, where C acts on Modφ(A)(D) via φ. [1][constr. 4.8.3.24.]
Thus we obtain a canonical equivalence Fφ(A)○φ → Φ○FA of functors C →
Modφ(A)(D) lifting the canonical equivalence φ(A)⊗φ(−) → φ(A⊗−) of functors
C →D.
This shows the commutativity of the middle square.
Remark 3.2. Lemma 3.1 has the following dual version, where one replaces
left modules by right modules and right-dualizable objects by left-dualizable ones:
Let φ ∶ C→D be a monoidal functor that admits a right adjoint γ ∶D → C.
Assume that D admits geometric realizations of simplicial objects and that
the tensor product of D preserves geometric realizations of simplicial objects in
each component.
Let A be an associative algebra of C, B an associative algebra of D, f ∶ φ(A) →
B a map of associative algebras of D and g ∶ A→ γ(B) its adjoint map.
Denote Φ ∶ ModA(C) → Modφ(A)(D) the induced functor on right modules
and Γ its right adjoint.
Let η be the unit of the induced adjunction on right modules
ModA(C)
Φ
Ð→Modφ(A)(D)
− ⊗
φ(A)
B
ÐÐÐÐ→ModB(D).
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Then g ∶ A → γ(B) is an equivalence if and only if ηX is an equivalence for
every free A-module X on a left-dualizable object of C.
Proposition 4.2, lemma 4.1 and lemma 3.1 combine to imply the following
corollary:
Proposition 3.3. Let φ ∶ C → D be a monoidal functor between cocomplete
stable monoidal categories and γ ∶D→ C a right adjoint of φ.
Let A be an associative algebra of C and B an associative algebra of D and
f ∶ φ(A) → B a map of associative algebras of D whose adjoint map g ∶ A→ γ(B)
is an equivalence.
Denote Φ ∶ModA(C)→Modφ(A)(D) the induced functor on left modules and
Γ its right adjoint.
Let C be compactly generated by a set E ⊂ Pic(C) of right-dualizable objects
such that φ sends every object of E to a compact one.
Then
(B ⊗
φ(A)
−) ○Φ ∶ModA(C)→Modφ(A)(D)→ModB(D).
is fully faithful and its essential image is compactly generated by the free
B-modules on the images under φ of the compact generators in E.
Proof. As C is compactly generated by E, remark 2.1 implies that ModA(C) is
compactly generated by the set of free A-modules on objects of E.
Moreover as φ ∶ C → D sends every object of E to a compact object of D,
the induced functor (B ⊗
φ(A)
−)○Φ ∶ModA(C) →Modφ(A)(D)→ModB(D) sends
every free A-module on an object of E to a compact object of ModB(D).
Denote η the unit of the induced adjunction (B ⊗
φ(A)
−) ○ Φ ∶ ModA(C) →
Modφ(A)(D) →ModB(D) on left modules.
By lemma 3.1 the assumptions that g ∶ A→ γ(B) is an equivalence and that
E ⊂ Rig(C) guarantee that ηΣnX is an equivalence for every free A-module X on
an object of E and every natural n ∈ Z.
So the statement follows from lemma 4.1.
Remark 3.4. Given a k-monoidal category C and an Ek-algebra A of C for
some 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞} the category ModA(C) of left A-modules in C is a k − 1
monoidal category.
Let φ ∶ C → D be a k-monoidal functor between k-monoidal categories, A be
an Ek-algebra of C and f ∶ φ(A) → B a map of Ek-algebras of D.
Then the induced functors Φ ∶ ModA(C) → Modφ(A)(D) and (B ⊗
φ(A)
−) ∶
Modφ(A)(D) →ModB(D) on left modules are k − 1 monoidal.
Thus if we assume the monoidal functor φ ∶ C → D in corollary 3.3 to be k-
monoidal, A to be an Ek-algebra of C and f ∶ φ(A) → B to be a map of Ek-algebras
of D, then the functor (B ⊗
φ(A)
−) ○ Φ ∶ ModA(C) → Modφ(A)(D) → ModB(D)
is k − 1 monoidal and induces a k − 1 monoidal equivalence from ModA(C) to
the full k− 1 monoidal subcategory of ModB(D) compactly generated by the free
B-modules on the images under φ of the compact generators in E.
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Before we use corollary 3.3 and proposition 2.6 to prove theorem 3.5, we
need some preparations:
Let k ∈ N ∪ {∞} and D be a closed k-monoidal category so that we have
functors [−,−]l ∶ D
op ×D → D and [−,−]r ∶ D
op × D → D determined by the
existence of natural equivalences D(Y, [X,Z]l) ≃ D(X ⊗ Y,Z) ≃ D(X, [Y,Z]r)
for objects X,Y,Z of D.
Choosing Z = 1D in the last equivalence we obtain a natural equivalence
D
op([X,1D]l,Y) = D(Y, [X,1D]l) ≃ D(X ⊗ Y,1D) ≃ D(X, [Y,1D]r) that ex-
hibits the functor [−,1D]r ∶ D
op → D as right adjoint to the functor [−,1D]
op
l
∶
D→Dop.
We will show in the following that both functors [−,1D]r ∶ D
op → D and
[−,1D]l ∶D
op →D restrict to equivalences Rig(D)op → Rig(D) ∶
Given an object X of Rig(D) with dual X∨ we have canonical morphisms
αX ∶ X
∨ → [X,1D]r and βX ∶ X
∨ → [X,1D]l in D adjoint to the counits X
∨⊗X→
1D and X⊗X
∨ → 1D.
By the Yoneda-lemma for every object Y ofD the induced maps D(Y,X∨)→
D(Y, [X,1D]r) ≃D(Y⊗X,1D) respectivelyD(Y,X
∨) →D(Y, [X,1D]l) ≃D(X⊗
Y,1D) are homotopic to the canonical equivalences D(Y,X
∨) ≃ D(Y ⊗X,1D)
respectively D(Y,X∨) ≃D(X⊗Y,1D).
So by Yoneda both morphisms αX ∶ X
∨ → [X,1D]r and βX ∶ X
∨ → [X,1D]l
are equivalences.
Moreover the equivalence αX∨ ∶ X → [X
∨,1D]r is adjoint to the equivalence
βX ∶ X
∨ → [X,1D]l as both correspond to the counit X⊗X
∨ → 1D.
Consequently the adjunction [−,1D]
op
l
∶ D ⇄ Dop ∶ [−,1D]r restricts to an
adjunction Rig(D)→ Rig(D)op, whose unit and counit are equivalences.
Moreover the functor [−,1D]r ∶D
op →D is lax k-monoidal and thus restricts
to a k-monoidal equivalence Rig(D)op → Rig(D) that is inverse to the functor
[−,1D]
op
l
∶ Rig(D)→ Rig(D)op.
Now we are ready to deduce theorem 3.5 from proposition 3.3 and proposition
2.6.
Theorem 3.5. Let 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞} and C a stable presentable k + 1-monoidal
category compactly generated by the tensorunit.
Let D be a stable presentable k-monoidal left C-modul compactly generated
by the tensorunit and X ∶ B → Pic(D) ⊂ D a k-monoidal functor starting at a
small rigid k-monoidal category B.
Denote α ∶ C → D the unique k-monoidal left C-linear functor with right
adjoint β ∶D→ C.
The lax k-monoidal functor β ○X ∶ B → D → C corresponds to a Ek-algebra
in the Day-convolution k-monoidal structure on Fun(B,C).
There is a canonical k − 1 monoidal equivalence
CellX(D)→Modβ○X(Fun(B,C)).
Proof. The lax k-monoidal functor [−,1D]r ∶D
op →D restricts to a k-monoidal
equivalence Rig(D)op → Rig(D) that is inverse to the functor [−,1D]
op
l
∶ Rig(D)→
Rig(D)op.
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The k-monoidal functor Y ∶= [−,1D]l ○ X
op ∶ Bop → Rig(D) ⊂ D uniquely
extends to a k-monoidal left C-linear functor φ ∶ Fun(B,C) → D that admits a
right adjoint γ.
By remark 2.5 the Ek-algebra γ(1D) ≃ β ○ [−,1D]r ○ Y
op ≃ β ○ X in the
Day-convolution on Fun(B,C) corresponds to the lax k-monoidal functor β ○
[−,1D]r ○Y
op ≃ β ○X.
Moreover the k-monoidal functors X ∶ B → Rig(D) ⊂ D and Y = [−,1D]l ○
Xop ∶ Bop → Rig(D) ⊂D have the same essential image as for every object Z ∈ B
we have an equivalence Y(Z) = [X(Z),1D]l ≃ X(Z)
∨ ≃ X(Z∨).
Thus the full subcategories CellX(D) and CellY(D) of D coincide.
By proposition 2.6 Fun(B,C) is compactly generated by the essential image
of K ∶ Bop → Fun(B,C).
Thus we can apply proposition 3.3 to the k-monoidal functor φ ∶ Fun(B,C) →
D, the identity g ∶= idγ(1D) of γ(1D) ≃ β ○ X and E ∶= the essential im-
age of K ∶ Bop → Fun(B,C) to deduce that the functor (1D ⊗
φ(γ(1D)
−) ○ Φ ∶
Modγ(1D)(Fun(B,C)) → Mod1D(D) ≃ D induces a k−1 monoidal equivalence
Modβ○X(Fun(B,C)) → Cellφ○K(D) = CellY(D) = CellX(D) with inverse the
k−1-monoidal equivalence CellX(D) ⊂ D ≃ Mod1D(D) → Modβ○X(Fun(B,C))
induced by γ.
Remark 3.6. Assume that the conditions of theorem 3.5 are satisfied.
Denote X≃ ∶ B≃ ⊂ B
X
Ð→ Pic(D) ⊂D the restriction of X along the k-monoidal
subcategory inclusion of the maximal subspace of B into B.
We can apply 3.5 to X≃ to obtain a canonical k − 1 monoidal equivalence
CellX(D) = CellX≃(D) →Modβ○X≃(Fun(B
≃,C))
and therefore may always reduce to the case that B is a grouplike E∞-space.
Taking C to be the category Sp of spectra we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 3.7. Let 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞} and D be a stable presentable k + 1-
monoidal category with compact tensorunit and X ∶ B → Pic(D) a k-monoidal
functor starting at a small rigid k-monoidal category B.
Denote [−,−] ∶Dop ×D→ Sp the spectral hom of D.
There is a canonical k − 1-monoidal equivalence
CellX(D)→Mod[1D,−]○X(Fun(B,Sp)).
More generally we can take C to be the r-monoidal category ModA(Sp) of
A-module spectra for an Er+1-ring spectrum A and some 0 < r ∈ N∪ {∞} we get
the following corollary:
Corollary 3.8. Let 0 < k ∈ N ∪ {∞},A be an Ek+2-ring spectrum and D be
a A-linear presentable k-monoidal category, i.e. a presentable k-monoidal left
ModA(Sp)-modul. Assume that the tensorunit of D is compact.
Let β ∶ D → ModA(Sp) be a right adjoint of the unique k-monoidal left
A-linear functor α ∶ModA(Sp)→D.
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Let X ∶ B → Pic(D) be a k-monoidal functor starting at a small rigid k-
monoidal category B.
Denote [−,−]A ∶D
op ×D→ModA(Sp) the A-linear hom of D.
There is a canonical k − 1-monoidal equivalence
CellX(D)→Mod[1D,−]A○X(Fun(B,ModA(Sp))).
For k = n =∞ we get the corollary:
Corollary 3.9. Let α ∶ C → D be a symmetric monoidal functor from a sta-
ble presentable symmetric monoidal category C compactly generated by the ten-
sorunit to a stable presentable symmetric monoidal category D with compact
tensorunit. Let β ∶ D → C be a right adjoint of α and X ∶ B → D a symmetric
monoidal functor starting at a small rigid symmetric monoidal category B.
There is a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellX(D)→Modβ○X(Fun(B,C)).
For B = QS a symmetric monoidal functor B → Pic(D) corresponds to an
object of Pic(D).
So we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 3.10. Let α ∶ C → D be a symmetric monoidal functor from a sta-
ble presentable symmetric monoidal category C compactly generated by the ten-
sorunit to a stable presentable symmetric monoidal category D with compact
tensorunit and β ∶D→ C be a right adjoint of α ∶ C →D.
For every object X ∈ Pic(D) corresponding to a symmetric monoidal functor
X⊗(−) ∶ QS→ Pic(D) ⊂D there is a canonical symmetric monoidal equivalence
CellX(D) ≃Modβ○X⊗(−)(Fun(QS,C)),
where CellX(D) denotes the full subcategory of D compactly generated by the set
{X⊗n ∣ n ∈ Z} ⊂D.
As we have full subcategory inclusions Pic(D) ⊂ Rig(D) ⊂ Dω if the ten-
sorunit of D is compact, Pic(D),Rig(D) are essentially small.
Thus we can take B = Pic(D) or B = Rig(D) and X ∶ B→ Rig(D) to be the
inclusion respectively identity.
This leads to the following corollary:
Corollary 3.11. Let 0 < k ∈ N∪ {∞} and C a stable presentable k+ 1-monoidal
category compactly generated by the tensorunit.
Let D be a stable presentable k-monoidal left C-modul compactly generated
by the tensorunit and α ∶ C →D the unique k-monoidal left C-linear functor with
right adjoint β ∶D → C.
There are k − 1-monoidal equivalences
CellidPic(D)(D) ≃Modβ∣Pic(D)(Fun(Pic(D),C)),
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and
CellidRig(D)(D) ≃Modβ∣Rig(D)(Fun(Rig(D),C))
respectively
CellidPic(D)(D) ≃Modβ∣Pic(D)≃ (Fun(Pic(D)
≃,C))
by remark 3.6, where CellidPic(D)(D) and CellidRig(D)(D) are the full subcate-
gories of D compactly generated by Pic(D) respectively Rig(D).
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4 Appendix
In the appendix we show lemma 4.1, proposition 4.2 and lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.1 is an important ingredient in the proof of proposition 3.3 from
which we deduce theorem 3.5.
Lemma 4.1 is a standart lemma about adjunctions between cocomplete stable
categories which we show for completeness.
Proposition 4.2 gives equivalent conditions under which a set of compact
objects in a cocomplete stable category generates the category under forming
iterately colimits and is used for the definition of the category of cellular objects.
From lemma 4.3 we deduce that for every k-monoidal category C for 0 < k ≤
∞ there is a free rigid k-monoidal category on C.
Lemma 4.1. Let F ∶ C → D be a functor between cocomplete stable categories,
G ∶D → C a right adjoint of F and E a set of κ-compact generators for C.
a) Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. G ∶D→ C preserves κ-filtered colimits.
2. F sends κ-compact objects to κ-compact objects.
3. F sends every κ-compact generator of E to a κ-compact object.
b) Let η ∶ id → G ○F be the unit of the adjunction F ∶ C ⇄D ∶ G.
If the adjunction F ∶ C ⇄ D ∶ G satisfies the equivalent conditions of a) for
κ = ω and
ηΣn(X) ∶ Σ
n(X) → G(F(Σn(X)))
is an equivalence for all X ∈ E and n ∈ Z, then η ∶ id → G ○ F is an equivalence
(equivalently F ∶ C→D is fully faithful) and the essential image of F is compactly
generated by F(E).
Proof. a)
If G ∶ D → C preserves κ-filtered colimits, the equivalence D(F(Y),−) ≃
C(Y,−) ○G implies that F(Y) is κ-compact if Y is.
Trivially, 2. implies 3.
Let 3. be satisfied and let H ∶ J → D be a diagram in D indexed by a
κ-filtered category J.
We have to prove that the canonical morphism colim(G○H)→ G(colim(H))
is an equivalence.
As C is κ-compactly generated by E, this is true if and only if
C(Σn(X), colim(G ○H)) → C(Σn(X),G(colim(H)))
is an equivalence for all X ∈ E and n ∈ Z.
With X also Σn(X) is κ-compact and we have to see that the composition
colim(C(Σn(X),−)○G○H) ≃ C(Σn(X), colim(G○H))→ C(Σn(X),G(colim(H)))
is an equivalence.
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By adjunction this map is equivalent to the canonical map
colim(D(F(Σn(X)),−) ○H)→D(F(Σn(X)), colim(H)).
Condition 3. guarantees that F(X) is κ-compact. Therefore F(Σn(X)) ≃
Σn(F(X)) is also κ-compact so that the last map is an equivalence.
b)
Being a right adjoint between stable categories G ∶D → C is an exact functor.
If G ∶D→ C preserves filtered colimits, it preserves small colimits because a
functor between cocomplete categories preserves small colimits if and only if it
preserves finite colimits and filtered colimits.
Hence η ∶ id → G ○F is a natural transformation between colimits preserving
functors.
Consider the full subcategory C˜ of C spanned by all X ∈ C, for which ηΣn(X) ∶
Σn(X) → G(F(Σn(X))) is an equivalence for all n ∈ Z. We want to see that
C˜ = C.
By assumption E ⊂ C˜. As C is compactly generated by E, one has C˜ = C if C˜
is a stable full subcategory of C closed under small colimits or equivalently if C˜
is closed under all suspensions and small colimits.
The first property follows from the definition of C˜, the second property from
the fact that η ∶ id → G○F is a natural transformation between colimit preserving
functors.
It remains to check that the essential image F(C) of F is compactly generated
by F(E).
By assumption every object of F(E) is compact in D and thus in particular
compact in F(C) because the full subcategory inclusion F(C) ⊂ D preserves
small colimits.
Therefore it is enough to see that the set {Z ∈ F(C) ∣ D(Σn(F(X)),Z) is
contractible for all X ∈ E and n ∈ Z} = F(E)⊥ consists of zero objects.
The equivalence
C(Σn(X),Y) ≃ C(Σn(X),G(F(Y))) ≃D(F(Σn(X)),F(Y)) ≃D(Σn(F(X)),F(Y))
for X,Y ∈ C implies that F(E)⊥ = F(E⊥), where E⊥ ∶= {Y ∈ C ∣ C(Σn(X),Y) is
contractible for all X ∈ E and n ∈ Z}.
Thus F(E)⊥ = F(E⊥) consists of zero objects if E⊥ does.
Proposition 4.2. Let C be a cocomplete stable category, κ a regular cardinal
and E a set of κ-compact objects of C.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. A morphism f ∶ U→ V of C is an equivalence if C(Σn(X), f) ∶ C(Σn(X),U) →
C(Σn(X),V) is an equivalence for all X ∈ E and n ∈ Z.
2. The set E⊥ = {Y ∈ C ∣ C(Σn(X),Y) is contractible for all X ∈ E and n ∈ Z}
consists of zero objects.
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3. Let (Cλ)λ≦κ be the inductively defined increasing sequence of full subcate-
gories of C with
C0 the full subcategory of C spanned by all retracts of suspensions of objects
of E,
Cλ+1 the full subcategory of C spanned by all retracts of colimits of κ-small
diagrams in Cλ for λ < κ and Cλ = ⋃
α<λ
Cα for every limit ordinal λ ≦ κ.
Then Cκ is essentially small and the full subcategory inclusion Cκ ⊂ C
extends to an equivalence Indκ(Cκ) ≃ C.
4. C is the only stable full subcategory of C containing E and closed under
small colimits.
In particular C is κ-accessible if and only if one of the equivalent conditions
of the proposition holds.
Proof. We start by showing that 1. implies 2. ∶
Let Y ∈ E⊥ be an object.
Given an object X ∈ E and a natural n ∈ Z the unique morphism f ∶ Y → 0
to the zero object 0 of C induces an equivalence C(Σn(X), f) ∶ C(Σn(X),Y) →
C(Σn(X),0) being a morphism between contractible spaces by the choice of Y.
If 1. is satisfied, one concludes that f ∶ Y → 0 is an equivalence.
We continue by showing that 3. follows from 2. ∶
Let (Cλ)λ≦κ be defined as in the statement of the proposition.
Using induction it follows that every Cλ for λ ≦ κ is closed under arbitrary
suspensions and retracts and consists of κ-compact objects of C :
C0 is closed under arbitrary suspensions and retracts by definition and con-
sists of κ-compact objects because E consists of κ-compact objects, κ-compact
objects are preserved by equivalences and the full subcategory of C spanned by
the κ-compact objects is closed under retracts.
For limit ordinals λ ≦ κ it trivially follows that Cλ = ⋃
α<λ
Cα is closed under
arbitrary suspensions and retracts and consists of κ-compact objects of C if Cα
does for all α < λ.
By definition Cλ+1 is closed under retracts for every λ < κ.
If λ < κ and Cλ is closed under arbitrary suspensions, then arbitrary suspen-
sions of retracts of colimits of κ-small diagrams in Cλ are retracts of colimits
of the suspended κ-small diagrams which lie in Cλ. So Cλ+1 is closed under
arbitrary suspensions.
If λ < κ and Cλ consists of κ-compact objects of C, then every retract of a
colimit of a κ-small diagram in Cλ is κ-compact because the full subcategory
of C spanned by the κ-compact objects is closed under κ-small colimits and
retracts. [2][cor. 5.3.4.15.] So Cλ+1 consists of κ-compact objects of C.
As κ is a regular cardinal, Cκ is closed under κ-small colimits and especially
under finite colimits.
Consequently Cκ is a full stable subcategory of C.
Because C is locally small and E is a set, Cκ ⊂ C is locally small and has a
set of equivalence classes of objects and is thus essentially small.
As C is cocomplete, there exists a unique extension F ∶ Indκ(Cκ) → C of
Cκ ⊂ C preserving κ-filtered colimits, which is fully faithful because Cκ ⊂ C is
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fully faithful and Cκ consists of κ-compact objects of C. [2][prop. 5.3.5.10., prop.
5.3.5.11.]
Because Cκ admits κ-small colimits, Indκ(Cκ) ⊂ Fun(C
op
κ ,S) coincides with
the full subcategory spanned by the functors Copκ → S that preserve κ-small
limits. [2][cor. 5.3.5.4.]
Therefore Indκ(Cκ) is an accessible localisation of Fun(C
op
κ ,S) and thus is
presentable. Moreover with Cκ also Indκ(Cκ) is stable:
The Yoneda-embedding y ∶ Cκ → Indκ(Cκ) from Cκ to the full subcategory
of Fun(Copκ ,S) spanned by the functors C
op
κ → S that preserve κ-small limits
preserves small limits and κ-small colimits.
Thus the image of the zero object of Cκ under the Yoneda-embedding is a
zero object of Indκ(Cκ) and the canonical natural transformation ΣIndκ(Cκ) ○
y → y ○ ΣCκ is an equivalence, where ΣIndκ(Cκ) ∶ Indκ(Cκ) → Indκ(Cκ) and
ΣCκ ∶ Cκ → Cκ denote the corresponding suspension functors.
Therefore ΣIndκ(Cκ) is the unique κ-filtered colimits preserving extension of
y ○ΣCκ to Indκ(Cκ) and is thus an equivalence as ΣCκ is.
As next we will show that F ∶ Indκ(Cκ) → C preserves small colimits, where
we use that Cκ is closed under retracts, C is cocomplete and the full subcategory
inclusion Cκ ⊂ C preserves κ-small colimits:
As Cκ is closed under retracts and C is idempotent complete being a cocom-
plete category, Cκ is also idempotent complete.
Thus the canonical idempotent completion functor Cκ → Indκ(Cκ)
κ induced
by Cκ → Indκ(Cκ) to the full subcategory Indκ(Cκ)
κ of Indκ(Cκ) spanned by
the κ-compact objects is an equivalence.
Consequently the restriction of F ∶ Indκ(Cκ) → C to Indκ(Cκ)
κ preserves
κ-small colimits so that F ∶ Indκ(Cκ) → C preserves small colimits by [2, prop.
5.5.1.9.].
As Indκ(Cκ) is presentable, the adjoint functor theorem [2][cor. 5.5.2.9]
implies that F ∶ Indκ(Cκ) → C has a right adjoint G ∶ C → Indκ(Cκ) which is an
exact functor because Indκ(Cκ) and C are stable.
In the following we will see how condition 2. guarantees that F ∶ Indκ(Cκ)→
C is an equivalence:
Being fully faithful F ∶ Indκ(Cκ)→ C is an equivalence if and only if its right
adjoint G ∶ C→ Indκ(Cκ) reflects equivalences.
Let φ ∶ X→ Y be a morphism of C, whose image G(φ) ∶ G(X) → G(Y) is an
equivalence.
To see that φ ∶ X→ Y is an equivalence it is enough to check that the cofiber
cof(φ) of φ ∶ X→ Y in C is a zero object of C.
But G(cof(φ)) ≃ cof(G(φ)) is a zero object of C as G(φ) ∶ G(X) → G(Y) is
an equivalence, so that
C(Σn(X), cof(φ)) ≃ C(Σn(F(X)), cof(φ)) ≃ C(F(Σn(X)), cof(φ))
≃ Indκ(Cκ)(Σ
n(X),G(cof(φ)))
is contractible for all X ∈ E and n ∈ Z.
So 2. implies that cof(φ) is a zero object of C.
As next we show that 3. implies 4.:
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Let 3. be satisfied and let D be a stable full subcategory of C containing E
and closed under small colimits and retracts.
Being closed under arbitrary suspensions and retracts D contains C0.
Using that D is closed under small colimits and retracts it follows by induc-
tion that D contains all Cλ for λ ≦ κ and especially contains Cκ.
AsD is cocomplete and locally small, there exists an extension F′ ∶ Indκ(Cκ) →
D of Cκ ⊂D preserving κ-filtered colimits.[2][prop. 5.3.5.10.]
The functors F′ ∶ Indκ(Cκ) → D ⊂ C and F ∶ Indκ(Cκ) ≃ C are equivalent
because both functors preserve κ-filtered colimits and their restrictions to Cκ
coincide.
Thus F′ ○F−1 ∶ C → Indκ(Cκ)→D ⊂ C is the identity so that D = C.
We complete the proof by verifying that 1. follows from 4.
Let f ∶ U→ V be a morphism in C.
Consider the full subcategory C˜ of C spanned by all X ∈ C having the property
that for all n ∈ Z the induced map C(Σn(X), f) ∶ C(Σn(X),U) → C(Σn(X),V) is
an equivalence.
By definition C˜ is closed under arbitrary suspensions.
Moreover C˜ is closed under colimits:
Let Φ ∶ K → C˜ be a diagram in C˜. Then C(−, f) ○Σn ○Φ ∶ C(−,U) ○Σn ○Φ →
C(−,V) ○ Σn ○ Φ is an equivalence for all n ∈ Z and thus the induced map on
limits lim(C(−, f) ○Σn ○Φ) ∶ lim(C(−,U) ○Σn ○Φ) → lim(C(−,V) ○Σn ○Φ) is an
equivalence for all n ∈ Z.
The equivalence lim(C(−, f)○Σn○Φ) ≃ C(colim(Σn○Φ), f) ≃ C(Σn(colim(Φ)), f)
in Fun(∆1,C) implies that colim(Φ) ∈ C˜.
If C(Σn(X), f) ∶ C(Σn(X),U) → C(Σn(X),V) is an equivalence for all X ∈ E
and n ∈ Z, then E ⊂ C˜ and one concludes that C˜ = C assuming 4. So by Yoneda
f ∶ U→ V is an equivalence.
For 0 < k ≤∞ denote Ek the k-th little cubes operad,
MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) the category of k-monoidal categories, MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig
the full subcategory spanned by the k-monoidal categories that consist of du-
alizable objects and MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic the full subcategory spanned by the
k-monoidal categories that consist of tensorinvertible objects.
In the following we show the existence of left adjoints of the full subcategory
inclusions MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig ⊂ MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) and MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic ⊂
MonEk(Cat∞(κ)).
We deduce the existence of these left adjoints from the following lemma 4.3:
Lemma 4.3. Let D be a presentable category and C ⊂ D be a full subcategory
such that the full subcategory inclusion ι ∶ C ⊂D admits a right adjoint G ∶D → C.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. ι ∶ C ⊂ D admits a left adjoint F ∶ D → C such that the composition
ι ○F ∶D→ C ⊂D is an accessible functor.
In this case C is presentable.
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2. C is closed under small limits in D and G ∶D → C is an accessible functor.
(equivalently ι○G ∶D→ C ⊂D is an accessible functor that preserves small
limits.)
Proof. C is bicomplete being a colocalization of a bicomplete category.
If 1. holds, the full subcategory inclusion ι ∶ C ⊂ D preserves small limits
being a right adjoint so that C is closed under small limits in D.
If 1. holds, C ⊂D is an accessible localization so that C is accessible.
Hence G ∶ D → C is an accessible functor being a right adjoint functor
between accessible categories.
Assume that 2. holds.
The composition R ∶= ι○G ∶D→ C ⊂D is an accessible functor that preserves
small limits.
As D is presentable, R ∶ D → D admits a left adjoint T ∶ D → D by the
adjoint functor theorem.
Denote ε ∶ R = ι ○G→ idD the counit.
As ι ∶ C ⊂ D is fully faithful, the unit idC → G ○ ι is an equivalence so that
the composition G○ ǫ ∶ G○ ι○G → G and thus R○ ε ∶ R○R → R is an equivalence
by the triangular identities.
Let X,Y be objects of D. The map
D(T(X),R(Y)) → D(T(X),Y) induced by the counit ε(Y) ∶ R(Y) → Y
is equivalent to the map D(T(X),R(Y)) ≃ D(X,R ○ R(Y)) → D(X,R(Y)) ≃
D(T(X),Y) induced by the counit R(ε(Y)) ∶ R ○R(Y) → R(Y) and thus is an
equivalence.
Thus T(X) is a colocal object of D and so belongs to C.
Consequently T ∶D→D admits a factorization F ∶D→ C ⊂D.
As T ∶ D → D is left adjoint to R ∶ D → D, the functor F ∶ D → C is left
adjoint to ι ≃ R ○ ι ∶ C→D.
We apply lemma 4.3 to the following situation:
Let 0 < k ≤∞.
We take D = MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) to be the category of k-monoidal categories
and C =MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig to be the full subcategory of rigid k-monoidal cat-
egories.
Denote Rigk ∶ MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) → MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig the full subfunctor
of the identity with Rig(B) ⊂ B the k-monoidal subcategory spanned by the
dualizable objects of B for every k-monoidal category B.
For every rigid k-monoidal category A composition with the k-monoidal
subcategory inclusion Rigk(B) ⊂ B yields an equivalence
Fun⊗,k(A,Rigk(B))→ Fun
⊗,k(A,B).
Consequently Rigk ∶MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig is right adjoint
to the full subcategory inclusion MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig ⊂MonEk(Cat∞(κ)).
Moreover Rigk ∶MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig ⊂MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
preserves small limits and small filtered colimits:
As the forgetful functor MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) → Cat∞(κ) reflects small limits
and small filtered colimits, it is enough to check that the composition
MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) → MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig ⊂ MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) → Cat∞(κ) of
Rigk and the forgetful functor MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) → Cat∞(κ) preserves small
limits and small filtered colimits.
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This composition is equivalent to the composition MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→
Mon(Cat∞(κ)) →Mon(Cat∞(κ))
rig ⊂Mon(Cat∞(κ)) → Cat∞(κ) of the for-
getful functor MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→ Mon(Cat∞(κ)), the functor Rig1 ∶
Mon(Cat∞(κ))→Mon(Cat∞(κ))
rig ⊂Mon(Cat∞(κ)) and the forgetful func-
tor Mon(Cat∞(κ))→ Cat∞(κ).
As the forgetful functor MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→Mon(Cat∞(κ)) preserves small
limits and small filtered colimits, we can reduce to the case k = 1.
Given a small limit diagram α ∶ K⊲ → Mon(Cat∞(κ)) and a small fil-
tered colimit diagram β ∶ K⊳ →Mon(Cat∞(κ)) the induced functors lim(Rig1 ○
α) → lim(α) and colim(Rig1 ○ β) → colim(β) are fully faithful and thus also
the comparison functors Rig1(lim(α)) → lim(Rig1 ○ α) and colim(Rig1 ○ β) →
Rig1(colim(β)) are.
So the comparison functors are equivalences if and only if they are essentially
surjectiv.
Being a functor between complete categories Rig1 preserves small limits if
and only if it preserves arbitrary small products and pullbacks.
The case of arbitrary small products is clear and the case of pullbacks and
small filtered colimits follows from the uniqueness of duals of a given object.
So we can take G ∶ D → C to be Rigk to obtain a free rigid k-monoidal
category functor Frig
k
∶ MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) → MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
rig with Frig∞ (∗) ≃
Bord.
Similarly one can takeD =MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) to be the category of k-monoidal
categories and C =MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic to be the full subcategory of k-monoidal
categories that consist of tensorinvertible objects.
Denote Pick ∶ MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) → MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic the full subfunctor
of the identity with Pick(B) ⊂ B the k-monoidal subcategory spanned by the
tensorinvertible objects of B for every k-monoidal category B.
For every A ∈MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic composition with the k-monoidal subcat-
egory inclusion Pick(B) ⊂ B yields an equivalence
Fun⊗,k(A,Pick(B))→ Fun
⊗,k(A,B).
Consequently Pick ∶MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic is right adjoint
to the full subcategory inclusion MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic ⊂MonEk(Cat∞(κ)).
By a similar argument one shows that Pick ∶MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→
MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic ⊂MonEk(Cat∞(κ)) preserves small limits and small fil-
tered colimits.
Taking G ∶D→ C to be Pick we get a free functor F
pic
k ∶MonEk(Cat∞(κ))→
MonEk(Cat∞(κ))
pic with Fpic∞ (∗) ≃ QS.
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